
Welcome back to the Animal Nursery. We hope you enjoy the

tale for today.

The Tale of the Sunflower Seed

Mabel was very excited when she arrived at nursery. She had her paws closed
tightly. “Guess what is in my paw?” she squeaked to her friends Robert and
Martin. “O, is it a dinosaur? , asked Robert. Dinosaurs were his very favourite
thing, he had lots of dinosaurs at home especially pterodactyls that could fly!
“No, but it is a good guess”, said Mabel kindly. “Is it a small banana?” , said
Martin hopefully. He was feeling a bit hungry as he had climbed up so many
trees on the way to nursery. “No, its not Martin” said Mabel laughing. She then
opened her paws to show a small oval, stripey seed. 

Mrs Hippo, who at that moment had came over to say “Good Morning” spotted
the seed in Mabel's hand. She said “that is so interesting , can you tell me
about it ?”. “It's a sunflower seed” said Mabel. “We have been planting them in
our garden patch at home and my mummy said I could bring one into nursery
and perhaps I could plant it in the garden”. Mrs Hippo loved plants and nature
and was always working in the nursery garden.  “That  is  a wonderful  idea,
Mabel, in fact continued Mrs Hippo,  I have a packet of sunflower seeds in the
outside shed so we can all plant a sunflower seed”. Robert and Martin cheered
as they had both wanted to be plant a seed too.

At together time , Mabel told all her friends about her sunflower seed. Robert
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and Martin showed pictures of giant sunflowers that they had found in the
animals encyclopedia.  Robert  said excitedly “they look even taller  than you
George!”,  everyone  laughed,   especially  George.  George  said  that  he  had
grown a sunflower before and after time  it grew and grew and grew to be
taller than his uncle Gregor !  “Perhaps it will be as tall as a beanstalk !” purred
Coco who absolutely loved fairy stories. “Jack and the beanstalk” being one of
her favourites.

Earlier, Mrs Hippo  along with Saffron and Debbie had went down to the library
and selected a book that would explain more about seeds.  They chose  a story
called “ The Tiny Seed” by the author Eric Carle. The book was very good and
everyone awarded it a happy face sticker.  Mrs Hippo then told the animals
many interesting things about sunflowers. She said that sunflowers need to be
planted where they can get a lot of light and they follow the sun's movements
from East to West and this process is called heliotropism. To explain direction
Mrs  Hippo  showed  everyone  a  compass.  All  the  animals  got  to  hold  the
compass and watch the needle moving as they changed direction while walking
around the nursery. It was great fun. Bertie said he was making the compass
dizzy by changing his flying direction so much!

Mrs Bear then asked if anyone wanted to draw or write anything about seeds
and  planting  in  their  floor  book.  She  said  that  some  artists  love  to  draw
pictures of flowers and plants. She showed everyone a  beautiful picture of
sunflowers  by a  very  famous  artist  called  Vincent  van  Gogh.  This  inspired
Gwen who drew pictures of  sunflowers, bluebells and daisies. George drew a
very, very tall sunflower and ran out of space in the book so Mrs Bear got a
huge  roll  of  paper  so  George  could  continue  to  draw  an  incredibly  tall
sunflower.  Felicity  drew a sunflower picture and bees and a rainbow. Dana
wrote very carefully  the word sunflower and drew butterflies  all  around it.
Scott drew a compass at the top of the page with the letters E for East, W for
West, N for North and S for South.

 Mrs Bear had also a long tape measure and she asked for two volunteers to
hold each end of the tape to see how long it would be. Terry and Felicity were
chosen to help and to have more room they went outside and they discovered
that the tape measure stretched from the gate to past the climbing frame to
the sand tray. Mrs Bear then asked the animals to stand beside the number
they thought their sunflower would grow to. All the animals then wrote down
their numbers in a special sunflower diary they had made. Mrs Bear explained
that they all had been making a prediction and it would be interesting to see if
the height of the sunflower would be higher or lower than the prediction.

In the garden later,  Mrs Hippo asked everyone where they thought the best
place to plant the seed might be. Rosie had been thinking that along from
where the rhubarb is planted would be a good place. Mrs Hippo thought this
was  a  great  idea  and  gave  everyone   little  wooden  lollipop  stick  that  the
children could write their  names on, to identify  and keep a check on their
sunflower. The animals planted their sunflower one at a time. They made a
hole in the ground, popped their seed in and covered their seed up to keep it



cosy. When all the animals had planted their seeds Mrs Hippo asked if they
needed to  do anything else.  Henry said that  they needed to water  all  the
plants. Everyone got to use the small  red watering can to water their own
seed. Dana said she was going to sing to her seed to make it grow. Everyone
laughed as they knew how much Dana liked to sing.“When will they grow and
get tall? asked Henry. Mrs Hippo smiled and said that they would need to wait
but  they  would  take  a  picture  each  week  to  record  and  measure  their
sunflowers.  Mrs Hippo added the one thing we need is  lots  of  patience as
sometimes growing happens quite slowly. Simon smiled and said sleepily “I
love things that go slowly” and then fell asleep. 


